
ShadowFurry
While packages are available, they're simply combinations of the a la carte mods, so you can mix and match and add and subtract

to your heart's content.

Modifications
Legality Mod BI Cost Surgery Dam Reach Armor

Minor Facial - 800¥ L - - -

Major Facial .3 1 800¥ M - - -

Eyes .2 10 000¥ S - - -

Ear Hookup .1 2 000¥ S - - -

Short Muzzle .3 12 000¥ M - - -

Long Muzzle .5 16 000¥ M - - -

A Fangs .1 10 000¥ L (S/2)L -1 -

A Hollow Fangs .1 15 000¥ L (S/2)L -1 -

A Retro Fangs .2 25 000¥ M (S/2)L -1 -

A Retro Hollow Fangs .2 30 000¥ M (S/2)L -1 -

A Extended Mandibles .5 20 000¥ S (S/2)L -1 -

A Small Horns .1 7 000¥ M by animal -

B Large Horns .3 12 000¥ S by animal -

A Claws .2 10 000¥ L (S)L H -

A Claws(.1 EC) - 4 500¥ L (S)L H -

A Retro Claws(.2 EC) - 9 000¥ M (S)L H -

B Mantid Claws .3 20 000¥ S (S)M H -

Hooves .5 12 000¥ S (S)M H -

Minor Tail .1 3 000¥ L - - -

Dog Tail .2 7 000¥ M - - -

Cat Tail .3 10 000¥ M - - -

Horse Tail .3 7 000¥ M - - -

Bird Tail .3 10 000¥ M - - -

A Barbed Tail .3 15 000¥ M (S)M - -

Fish/Cetacean Tail .4 15 000¥ M desc. - -

Prehensile Tail .3 10 000¥ S - - -

C Clubbing Tail .3 9 000¥ M (S)Ms - -

JA Venom Gland L×.4 L×20 000¥ * as venom - -

Digitigrade Legs .75 20 000¥ S - - -

Skinchange - 10 000¥ M - - -

Fur/Scales .25 40 000¥ M - - -

Heavy Scales .5 50 000¥ S - - (1/2)

Exoskeleton 1.5 100 000¥ D - - (3/4)

Frame
Alteration

80% .5 100 000¥ D - - -

90% .25 40 000¥ S - - -

110% .75 30 000¥ S - - -

120% 1.5 65 000¥ D - - -

130% 2.5 100 000¥ D - - -

Reshape .5 30 000¥ S - - -

H under Reach refers to the reach of the user's natural hands.
The BI from frame reshaping isn't cumulative with frame resizing; use the highest value.
The damage Levels listed after the price are surgery levels; see SRII, p114.
* Venom glands have a surgery level as if they had an Essence Cost of (.1 + Level / 10).



Facial
This covers modifying cheekbones, rounding out the head, rearranging fatty tissue, and the like. Minor alteration doesn't go beyond

turn•of•the•century levels, including iris and cornea tinting; major involves rebuilding the face with engineered tissue, and covers pupil shaping,
retina tinting, reducing ears to functional ear holes, new (cosmetic) ears, etc. Even a major facial stops short of the nerve work needed for new
functional ears, but you can include the Ear Hookup mod for that. For an actual muzzle, see the Muzzle mods. For truly nonhuman eyes, see
the Eyes mod.

The humanity of eyes altered by a facial has a Conceal of 6 for minor, 9 for major.

Eyes
While cosmetic modification is covered by a facial, sometimes you've just gotta replace 'em for good effect. Besides, cheap is so

gauche.
Bioware eyes halve the BI of any eye mod with a base BI of .4 or less, and subtract .2 from the BI of any eye mod with a base BI of

.4 or more.

Ear Hookup
While a major facial can give you ears on top of your head or wherever, you normally still hear out of your old ones. Add this to a

major facial and get those other ears working so you can shed the originals!

Muzzle
A bit more drastic than the facial alterations, but a must for the full fuzz features. Mind you, this is on top of the facials.
A short muzzle adds 1 to the Power of fangs, and a long muzzle adds 2.

Fangs
Basic fangs are simply a pair of enlarged canines.
Hollow fangs will accept venom glands. The fangs must inflict damage to successfully inject venom.
Retro fangs are needle•like fangs that fold down from the roof of the mouth as the user opens their mouth. These are hidden until

the user opens their mouth wide.

Extended Mandibles
Very insectoid. The entire jaw is rebuilt, with the mandibles operated as the user chews.

Horns
These mods usually start as engineered horn buds, but some cases require horn to be built up surgically. We can also design "horns"

for other parts of the body, as large talons, rooster spurs, etc.
Damage and Reach are per animal type; Reach is listed for the head, which has a base of -1.

Type Devil Water Buffalo Bull Ram Unicorn

Size Small Large Small Large Large Large

Damage (S)L (S+2)Ls (S)M (S+2)M (S)Ms (S)S

Reach -1 -1 -1 0 -1 0

Claws
Rebuilds the user's fingernails as claws. Can accept venom glands. You can alternately get hand razors, which can be retractable.
These have the user's standard Reach.

Hooves
Hooves is a weird one, they reconstruct your hands to be something like a club, leaving you with two fingers and an opposable

thumb. This can screw your life over a bit. There's rumors of a weaponsmith who'll custom fit a gun for your "hands", if you got the cash.
+4 penalty for manual manipulation, including vehicles and combat, except unarmed combat.

Tails
All of these are spinal extensions. Humans still have the neural pathways to control basic tails, so neural work is only needed for the

prehensile tail. Tails that can be used to attack are 0 Reach to the user's back and -1 Reach around to the user's front, and use Athletics(U.
Combat[Tail]) to attack. The tail has the same Strength as the user.

The minor tail is a small accent, for a manx or pit bull. The dog tail wags.
The cat tail gives you +2 dice when balancing, and +1 die on a bike.
The bird tail gives you -2 to flight TNs on a hang glider.
The barbed tail is a long, strong tail with a sharp barb on the end. It can be used in combat, though it's awkward(+1 TN). Barbed tails

accept venom glands.
The fish/cetacean tail has vertical(fish) or horizontal(cetacean) fins on the end. On dry land it does (S)Ms damage; in water it does

(S/2)Ms and adds .5 to the user's Swim multiplier. It subtracts 25% from the user's Run(but not swimming, flight, etc.).
The prehensile tail can be used like a huge finger. If the user hangs from it, add their weight to their encumbrance.
The clubbing tail is heavy and tip•weighted.



Venom Gland
These organs produce venom at the user's command, holding (Level × 2) doses and replenishing a dose every (24/Level) hours.

They're usually placed in another piece of bioware, halving their Body Cost, though they can be implanted alone; the area of skin with the
glands can secrete the venom. If implanted in the mouth, venomous saliva is produced. The user is also immunized to the venom.

Black market glands are available that produce any particular drug. The extra cost would be 100 × Strength × Tolerance × the cost
of one dose. For example, a gland that produces cocaine(Strength 5, Tolerance 3, cost 10¥/dose) would have an additional cost of 15 000¥,
but would produce the drug indefinitely.

Digitigrade Legs
This restructures your feet so you walk on the tips, like a dog or cat; this really screws you up for a week or so(+7 to all Active TNs,

reduced by 1/day as you get used to it), but it can make you move like a banshee in heat once you get used to it. (+1 R, +1 Init, and +3 Q
for movement).

Skin And Surface
A skinchange is a re•pigment, so you don't have to get fur to be a white rabbit or tiger or zebra. It's like a tattoo with an attitude,

really.
Fur and scales are pretty much self•explanatory.
Heavy scales gives you actual armor, and an exoskeleton is even tougher! They munch your speed, though. All in the quest to be

a walking panzer, I guess.
Heavy scales are 1/2 armor, but +1 to Active TNs and -1 Q for movement; an exoskeleton is 3/4 armor, and double the penalties.

Frame Alteration
Most frame alterations basically make you smaller or bigger, to make you look more like a beast of your choice. I mean, who'd be

intimidated by a scrawny little bear?
Frame reshaping primarity alters your skeleton and fat distribution, to get rid of those subtle hints of humanity(and sharply affect your

silhouette).

Packages

A few combinations make up the vast majority of the exotics out there. These packages can give you one of those common
combinations with a minimum of fuss, or serve as a starting point for your own unique combination.

Package BI EC Cost

Felines

Minor .6 - 35 000¥

Major 2.5 .2 137 000¥

Great 3.5 .4 257 000¥

Canines

Pit Bull .45 - 56 000¥

Doberman 1.8 - 112 000¥

Wolf 2.3 .2 189 000¥

Equines
Minor .6 - 32 000¥

Major 2.6 - 101 000¥

Unicorns
Minor .9 - 44 000¥

Major 2.9 - 113 000¥

Bear 1.45 - 121 000¥

Minotaur 2.15 - 76 000¥

Mantid 2.8 - 210 000¥

Scorpion 3.3 - 179 000¥

Felines
The minor package is relatively simple, only changing the facial features somewhat, patterning the skin, and adding a tail. (Minor

facial, short muzzle, cat tail, and skinchange.)
The major package is a more striking cat, with stronger features and fur. The ears actually work, and your old ones are removed.

(Reshaped frame, major facial, ear hookup, short muzzle, cat tail, fur, fangs, retro claws, and digitigrade legs.)
The great feline package is a major changeover, patterning the user after a lion or tiger by making them bigger and adding a voice

modulator. (Reshaped 130% frame, major facial, ear hookup, short muzzle, cat tail, fur, fangs, retro claws, digitigrade legs, and voice modulator
with tonal and volume.)



Canines
Again, this comes in sub•packages, dependent on your desire.
The pit bull, a popular option for the back•alley types, is easily done. (Minor facial, fangs, minor tail, fur.)
The doberman is also popular on the streets, and often picked up by security•types with an eye on intimidation. (Minor facial, short

muzzle, digitigrade legs, fangs, claws, dog tail, fur.)
The wolf is a striking package, including a voice modulator with tonal. (Major facial, long muzzle, digitigrade legs, fangs, claws, dog

tail, fur, voice modulator with tonal.)

Equines
Horses have often been signs of strength, loyalty, and bravery, so it seemed natural to include this as a package here at AnthroCo.

Any coat pattern can be made.
The minor package is relatively simple, only changing the facial features somewhat, patterning the skin, and adding a tail. (Minor

facial, short muzzle, horse tail, and skinchange.)
The major package is a more thorough changeover, with fur, hoof•hands, and functional ears. (Major facial, ear hookup, long muzzle,

hooves, fur, horse tail, and digitigrade legs.)
Either package is available with a unicorn horn.

Bear
Some people are naturally drawn to bears of all kinds, so we include this with our stock exotics. (Reshaped 110% frame, minor facial,

short muzzle, fangs, claws, minor tail, and fur.)

Minotaur
Another special request we added to our regular line. This was made for Minotaur, a 3V no•holds combat fighter. It has caused quite

a stir, and it's now available to the public. (Minor facial, large horns, long muzzle, minor tail, digitigrade legs, skinchange, and hooves.)

Mantid
We offer this mainly because we've had several requests for it in the Seattle area. It consists of replacing the body with the full

exoskeleton and adding claws and mandibles. The effect can be disturbing, if the user wants it to be. (Reshaped 80% frame, exoskeleton,
mantid claws, mandibles.)

Scorpion
We've also done a conversion to a scorpion•type humanoid for an up and coming urban brawler. Be watching the vids for him!

(Exoskeleton, mandibles, claws, combat tail w/ venom glands 2.)

Exotics And The Law

Before you forget, you need permits for implanted weapons! Start with the "armed anthromorph" permit, Implanted Weapon, and
add posession permits for equivalent weapons, listed with each mod. AnthroCo will provide the Implanted Weapon permit free, and arrange
the other permits for you.

The Implanted Weapon permit is required for all mods with a legality type listed next to it.


